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During the second week of September, 'The New Yorker' cited the legal research of Jeanette Cox and Livability mentioned the GE EPISCenter on the University of Dayton campus among the reasons Dayton is one of five cities that is 'the whole package' when it comes to utilizing an engineering degree.

In addition to the Cox's research, the Legal Theory Blog published education law scholar Charles Russo's research.

And WVXU-FM had law professor Thaddeus Hoffmeister and Human Rights Center Interim Executive Director Tony Talbott on Cincinnati Edition to discuss combatting human trafficking.

Highlights of the news coverage for Sept. 9-16 are below, and you can click here to view links to all of the University's media coverage for the month.

Are Bosses Dictators?
The New Yorker
Jeannette Cox, School of Law
**Thro & Russo on Trinity Lutheran Church v. Comer & the Intersection of Religion and Education**

Legal Theory Blog
Charles Russo, School of Education and Health Sciences and School of Law

**Put Your Engineering Degree To Work in these 5 Cities**

Livability
University of Dayton, GE EPISCenter

**New Push To Stop Online Child Trafficking**

WVXU-FM
Thaddeus Hoffmeister, School of Law
Tony Talbott, Human Rights Center

**Kennedy Union Rooftop Garden**

ABC 22/Fox 45
Students Dan Lenz and Meg Maloney

**Hand-only CPR kiosk unveiled 2 years after UD student struck by lightning**

All three local TV stations

**UD Remembers 9/11**

WDTN-TV, ABC 22/Fox 45
Student Government Association, ROTC

**Drive Electric Ohio, UD institutes partner for electric vehicle event**

*Dayton Daily News*
University of Dayton Research Institute
Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute

**Job offers expected to slow down locally**

*Dayton Daily News*
Richard Stock, Business Research Group

**Apple unveils new iPhone features**

WHIO-TV
Serdar Durmusoglu, marketing

**UD and OSU ROTC cadets team up to honor veteran with connection to both schools**

educational opportunities. Also, Caroline Waldron Merithew was the subject of a American Historical Association member spotlight and Law.com blog Ahead of the Curve and an op-ed in Inside Higher Ed discussed the School of Law's entry into online education.

**A New Phase**

The planning process for the redevelopment of the former Montgomery County fairgrounds has entered a new phase.
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Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute
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Ohio 2nd in Midwest for renewable energy jobs but lags in growth

Springfield News-Sun
Bob Brecha, Hanley Sustainability Institute